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the design considerations for different
failure modes have conflicting requirements. For example, write failures decrease with stronger access transistors,
but this degrades read-disturb failures.
To cope with these limitations, researchers have proposed various circuit techniques to dynamically improve read
and write stabilities, depending on the
type of operations.3,4 Presilicon design and optimization approaches help improve tolerance to random
process variations, but they often fall short if die-todie variations are nonnegligible. Employing postsilicon adaptive repair, along with presilicon design
techniques, provides a new opportunity to improve
SRAM yield, considering both local and global
variations.2
In this article, we describe postsilicon adaptation
methods that improve SRAM yield and reduce
power dissipation under process variation. We discuss
these methods in the context of on-chip SRAM for
multimedia systems. The yield of on-chip SRAM can
significantly impact the cost of multimedia systems.
Furthermore, because SRAM power is a significant
component of system power consumption in multimedia systems, power reduction in SRAM is important.
In multimedia systems, the SRAM array is shared
between data- and image-storage applications. Typically, data-processing applications cannot tolerate
any memory failures. Thus, we consider postsilicon
repair of SRAM arrays to ensure correct functionality
at nominal supply voltages. The different types of

Editor’s note:
Due to the high density requirement for embedded memories, such memories
are highly vulnerable to process variationinduced failures. A conservative design approach can largely affect memory density and access performance.
This article analyzes variation effects in SRAM and presents low-cost, adaptive
postsilicon repair mechanisms.
Swarup Bhunia, Case Western Reserve University

DIE-TO-DIE AND WITHIN-DIE statistical variations in
process parameters result in parametric failures
(read, write, access, and hold failures) in SRAM
cells, thereby degrading design yield. The principal
reason for parametric failures is intradie variation in
the cell transistors’ threshold voltage due to random
dopant fluctuations (RDFs).1 On the other hand,
die-to-die variation in process parameters (such as
threshold voltage VTH) can significantly increase the
impact of within-die random variations.2 From a
yield perspective, this increasing variation manifests
itself as yield degradation. In addition, variation is a
critical bottleneck for reduction of array operating
voltage, and hence power. This is because a lower
supply voltage makes the SRAM more sensitive to
manufacturing variations, and the probability of parametric failures increases with voltage scaling.2 Therefore, from a system perspective, a lower supply
voltage leads to a higher bit-error rate (BER) and limits the opportunity for power savings.
Design-level approaches such as transistor sizing
and optimization of different array voltages can
help increase tolerance to process variations,1,2 but
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Figure 1. Postsilicon adaptive repair for yield enhancement and power reduction in SRAM: circuit schematic of an
SRAM cell (a), and overall methodology for postsilicon adaptation (b). (AXL and AXR: access transistors; BL: left bitline; BR: right bitline; L: left node; NR and NL: pull-down NMOS transistors; PL and PR: pull-up PMOS transistors of
an SRAM cell; R: right node; WL: wordline.)

parametric failures can increase at different interdie
corners. Accordingly, postsilicon repair in SRAM
arrays aims to reduce the dominant types of failures
at different interdie corners using adaptive biasing,
thereby correcting faulty arrays and improving design
yield.3 With such repairs, the SRAM arrays operate in
an ‘‘always correct’’ mode at nominal supply voltages.
However, an increase in parametric failures at lower
supply voltage limits the voltage, and hence power reduction, in SRAM. Although this causes a serious bottleneck when SRAM arrays store data, imageprocessing and multimedia applications can provide
acceptable quality of service even with nonnegligible
BERs.5-7 We discuss a reconfigurable SRAM architecture to exploit this property and to provide the necessary accuracy during data storage, while performing
an accuracy-energy trade-off when storing images.7

Parametric failures in SRAM
cell and array
A failure in an SRAM cell (see Figure 1) is mainly
due to a mismatch in the device parameters (channel
length L, channel width W, and/or VTH) of different
transistors (intradie) in the cell. The principal source
of the device mismatch is the intrinsic fluctuation of
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different transistors’ VTH due to RDFs.1 The parametric
failures in an SRAM cell result from the following:1








Read failures. These parametric failures occur
when the cell content flips during reading. Read
failures increase when the difference is reduced between the voltage rise at the node storing 0 while
reading (read-disturb voltage) and the trip point
of the inverter associated with the node storing 1.
Write failures. These failures occur when the
node storing 1 cannot be discharged (through
the access transistors) below the trip point of
the inverter associated with the node storing 0
within the time interval for which the wordline
remains high.
Access failures. These failures occur when the voltage difference between the two bitlines (bit differential) during the sense amplifier’s firing drops
below the sense amplifier’s offset voltage.
Hold failures. At a lower supply voltage VDD, NMOS
leakage causes the node storing 1 to decrease
from VDD (which is enhanced by a weak PMOS).
If this voltage becomes lower than the trip point
of the inverter storing 0, the cell flips when it is
in standby mode.
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If any cell in a column fails because of any of
these failure events, the column is replaced by an
available redundant column. If the number of faulty
columns is larger than the number of redundant columns, the SRAM array fails (memory failure).1
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Figure 2. Adaptive repair of SRAM: cell failure probability with
interdie threshold voltage VTH shift (a), self-repairing array (b),
and reduction in number of failures in a 256-Kbyte self-repairing

The primary cause of parametric failures in SRAM
arrays is local device variations. The local nature of
these faults makes it impossible to correct every faulty
cell in a faulty array. The available redundancy can
help mask the effects of a certain number of faults.
The aim of postsilicon adaptive repair of a faulty
SRAM array is to reduce the total number of faults
to a level such that they can be masked by available
redundancy (see Figure 1).2

Die-to-die variation and adaptive repair
We first analyze the effect of global die-to-die variations on the different types of failures.2 The lower device VTH reduces the difference between the readdisturb and trip voltages. It also increases the leakage
of the NMOS devices. Consequently, the read and hold
failures increase for the SRAM arrays shifted to the
low-VTH process corners (see Figure 2a). Reducing
the access transistors’ current drive increases the access and write failures for the SRAM arrays shifted to
the high-VTH process corners. Hence, the overall cell
failure increases at both low- and high-VTH corners
and is minimal for arrays in the nominal corner.
Adaptive repair of SRAM arrays aims to identify the
global process corners of an SRAM array and apply
proper correction mechanisms to reduce the dominant
types of failures in that corner. One method to accomplish this goal is to apply an adaptive body bias (ABB).
A global positive bias can be applied to all the cells in
SRAM arrays shifted to high-VTH corners. This can partially compensate for high global VTH, and hence reduce
access and write failures. Similarly, a global negative bias
can be applied to SRAM arrays shifted to low-VTH corners. This can help increase the global VTH, and hence
reduce read and hold failures. Because access and
write failures dominate in high-VTH process corners,
whereas read and hold failures dominate in low-VTH process corners, adaptive body bias can reduce the total
number of failures in all process corners.

array (c). (AF: access failure; FBB: forward body bias; HF: hold
failure; HVT: high-VTH process corner; LVT: Low-VTH process
corner; RBB: reverse body bias; RF: read failure; WF: write
failure; ZBB: zero body bias.)
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Self-repair in SRAM arrays
We’ve demonstrated the concept of adaptive repair in a 256-Kbyte SRAM array designed in predictive
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70-nm technology. We designed a self-repairing SRAM
array that monitors the leakage of the total
SRAM array to determine the interdie corner (see
Figure 2b).2 On the basis of the sensed leakage, we
can apply a forward, reverse, or zero body bias to reduce the total number of failures. We first optimize
the size of the transistors in the SRAM cell to minimize the cell failure probability of considering no
(0 mV) interdie shift in the threshold voltage. This
optimization ensures that the number of faulty cells
are very low at the nominal interdie corner (i.e.,
when the interdie VTH shift is negligible). Without
adaptive repair, the designed SRAM array has a large
number of failures at low- and high-VTH interdie corners. Applying reverse body bias (RBB) at low-VTH corners and forward body bias (FBB) at high-VTH corners
significantly reduces the number of failures at both
low and high interdie VTH corners (see Figure 2c, in
which the self-repairing SRAM has an RBB of 0.3 V
and an FBB of þ0.3 V). The measurement results
from a 128-Kbyte SRAM test chip in CMOS at 130 nm
verify the effectiveness of adaptive repair in SRAM.
(Details regarding the test chip design and measurement results are available elsewhere.2)
An important factor in the context of adaptive repair using ABB is that the body bias modifies the standard deviation of VTH variation. This is demonstrated
in Figure 3, which shows the measurement results
from a test chip designed specifically to extract the
local mismatch in the devices’ threshold voltage at
the 130-nm technology node.8 The test chip measurement results clearly show that RBB increases local device variability, whereas FBB reduces it. Designers
must consider this effect while designing body-biasbased self-repair schemes for SRAM.

Related work on postsilicon adaptive
repair of SRAMs
The uncorrelated global variations in PMOS and
NMOS impact the dependence of parametric failures
on global corners. For example, write failures are
maximal at low-VTH PMOS and high-VTH NMOS corners, whereas read failures are minimal at those corners. Similarly, at high-VTH PMOS and low-VTH NMOS
corners, read failures are maximal, whereas write failures are minimal. Hence, more-efficient repair methods are necessary to adapt to global corners of
both NMOS and PMOS. In one approach, Yamaoka
et al. have proposed to separately measure PMOS
and NMOS leakage in SRAM arrays to determine
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Figure 3. Test-chip measurement result for
130-nm CMOS, showing the effect of body bias
on local device variability.

their individual global corners, and accordingly
apply individual PMOS and NMOS body biases.9 Alternatively, Mojumder et al. have proposed a different
approach for implementation of adaptive repair.10
They use an SRAM-cell-based test circuit to directly
measure the global read and write margin corners
for every die. For dies shifted to worse global read
margin corners, they use a higher cell supply and
lower wordline voltage (a difference of approximately 100 to 200 mV is sufficient). For dies shifted
to worse global write margin corners, they use
lower cell supply and higher wordline voltages.

Adaptive accuracy-energy
trade-off in SRAM
The adaptive repair technique we’ve presented
can help provide high-yield functional SRAM arrays
for multimedia systems during data storage at nominal voltages. Here, we discuss a methodology for runtime adaptation of an accuracy-energy trade-off in
SRAM. The array remains at a high accuracy and
nominal power mode during data storage. During
image storage, it can be adapted to an acceptable accuracy and low-power mode.

Effect of voltage scaling on failures
and image quality
Figure 4 shows the effects of operating-voltage scaling (cell supply, bitline, and wordline) on parametric
failures. We designed the SRAM cell in a 70-nm predictive model to achieve an access speed of approximately 1 GHz. We assume the frequency of operation
for multimedia applications is about 250 MHz.
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Figure 4. Effect of supply voltage on SRAM cell failures.
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Figure 5. Effect of different bit-error rates (BERs) of lowerorder bits (LOBs) and higher-order bits (HOBs): original photo
(a); same photo with 4 LOBs operating at Pf ⴝ 1022, and 4
HOBs operating at Pf ⴝ 1025 (b); and same photo with all bits
operating at Pf ⴝ 1022 (i.e., both 4 LOBs and 4 HOBs) (c). (Pf is
the total cell failure probability.)

The operation at below-maximum frequency results
in very low access-failure and write-failure probabilities at nominal conditions. However, at a lower operating voltage, even for a 250-MHz operation, access
and write failures become appreciable. The increased
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failures manifest themselves as higher BERs and
increased image quality degradation. We estimate
the image quality degradation by comparing the
mean structural similarity (MSSIM) index of the original and modified image. If two images are visually
identical, the MSSIM is 1.11 A degradation in the
image quality results in a lower MSSIM. It’s wellknown that, in typical multimedia applications, an
image pixel’s lower-order bits (LOBs) are more tolerant to noise than its higher-order bits (HOBs). If we
scale only the voltages of the LOBs (i.e., we allow
only the BERs of LOBs to increase), the net effect
on the image quality degradation is smaller (see
Figure 5). Hence, we can achieve appreciable
power savings with minimal image quality degradation by operating LOBs at a low voltage and HOBs
at a nominal voltage.

Runtime adaptation of the
accuracy-energy trade-off
On the basis of these observations, we present a
runtime adaptation of the accuracy-energy trade-off.
The main idea is to consider only two voltage levels:
nominal (about 1 V) and low (about 0.4 V).7 The
operating voltages for different bits are adapted during runtime to either of these levels. The number of
bits in low-voltage mode can be adapted using a
hardware-based reconfiguration framework. For the
highest accuracy, all bits remain at a nominal voltage
while storing data. During image processing, depending on accuracy requirements, the number of lowvoltage bits can be increased. We refer to this
approach as spatial voltage scaling.
Architecture of the adaptive SRAM
Figure 6 shows the overall SRAM architecture to
implement the runtime adaptive accuracy-energy
trade-off.7 We consider a conventional SRAM array
with column multiplexing, where particular bits of different words are grouped together, which we refer to
as a multiplexer (mux) group. A single read/write circuit is used for each mux group. All the cells in a mux
group, along with the corresponding precharge device and write drivers, share the same power supply.
A voltage-switching network (the top PMOSs in
Figure 6) can change the cell supply, bitline, and
write voltages for the array. A reconfigurable wordline
structure ensures that the wordline voltage for a mux
group is the same as the cell supply voltage. In this
structure, the local wordlines (LWLs) of a row of
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age, and the other connected
to the high voltage. The gate voltage of the PMOSs for the jth bit is Figure 6. Adaptive accuracy-energy trade-off in SRAM. (PRE: precharge signal.)
controlled by the jth select signal
(selj). To reconfigure a bit to the low voltage, selj is set reference to a regular array (all bits at a nominal voltto 0. The switching PMOSs in the voltage reconfigura- age of 1 V). To simulate the array’s error characteristion network for the array and precharge devices are tics, we performed system-level fault simulation.
sized to ensure a low voltage drop and short reconfi- First, we performed circuit simulations to estimate
guration time (the time required to change a bit’s volt- the distributions of the read margin, write margin,
age level). Our analysis shows that if the PMOSs in the and access time of cells at different voltages. Next,
reconfiguration network are sized to 5 larger than we created a random array instance, which generates
the cell PMOSs, the area overhead for 256 cells per the locations of faulty cells by randomly associating
column is limited to about 0.4%, and the reconfigura- cell margin values (generated from the estimated distion time to about 4 ns (1 cycle for a 250-MHz opera- tributions) with each cell and comparing them
tion). If we consider read and write operations of a against a target. During image mapping, a bit is
256  256 pixel image, even if reconfiguration is per- flipped if it maps to a faulty cell location.
As Figure 7 shows, significant power savings can
formed once for every image, only one additional
clock cycle per image is required for reconfiguration. be achieved via graceful degradation of image quality
for different images.7 Using four low-voltage bits
(Lbit ¼ 4), a power savings of about 45% can be
Simulation results for image storage
We evaluated the effect of the adaptive accuracy- achieved compared to a regular array with a 10% reenergy trade-off on a standard 8-bit gray-scale test duction in quality. Power savings is 20% higher than
image suite.7 The read access, write access, and the savings achievable by reducing the voltage of
active leakage power considering the bitline and all bits at the same degradation level. Increasing the
wordline (including the reconfiguring inverters) number of low-voltage bits degrades quality with an
switching energy was considered in the power com- increase in power savings over the regular array
putation. We computed the power savings with (see Figure 7c). Simultaneously reconfiguring Vlow
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and Lbit can achieve an even better energy-accuracy
trade-off and higher power savings.

teristics (c). (MSSIM: mean structural similarity;

Effect of image properties on the adaptation
The effectiveness and permissible extent of the
adaptive energy-accuracy trade-off depends on the
image’s properties. For example, images with less

brightness suffer more errors under reconfiguration
(see Figure 8a). Similarly, images with low noise levels
(salt-and-pepper noise) maintain a target quality with
a higher Lbit (see Figure 8b). Finally, we evaluated the

S&P: salt and pepper.)
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correlation of frequency characteristics with quality
degradation under reconfiguration. We estimated
the high-frequency components in different images
by employing a 2D wavelet decomposition of each
image.
Figure 8c shows that images with a higher contribution of high-frequency components can maintain a
desired MSSIM for a higher Lbit. This analysis also
shows the power advantages of the proposed reconfigurable architecture over a fixed Lbit designed on the
basis of a worst-case corner. For example, consider
the effect of noise. To account for worst-case (assume
15%) noise, the design time choice of Lbit could be 4.
Using the proposed architecture, Lbit could be reconfigured to 6 under better-than-worst-case conditions,
leading to an additional 15% power savings.

Application to optical flow
Optical flow is a pattern of apparent visual motion
created between an observer and the scene.12 Estimation of optical flow has been used in many imageprocessing applications, such as pattern recognition
and computer vision. The typical implementation of
optical flow involves calculating the deformations of
two adjacent image frames using motion-flow vectors
for each pixel.
Considering the optical-flow problem, we can evaluate the effectiveness of the reconfigurable memory
architecture in performing an adaptive accuracyenergy trade-off. To perform this evaluation, we
coupled an image-processing system in Matlab to
the system-level fault simulator. We chose a frame sequence containing 30 seconds of 8-bit gray-scale
video for experimentation. This video involved feed
from a crowded public area, along with motion occurring at different velocities and in various directions.
We modified the individual video frames according
to the fault model, considering different Lbit values,
and for Vlow ¼ 0.4 and 0.8 V. We processed each variation using the optical-flow system. After processing
all the frames, we compared the resulting flow vectors, Vx and Vy, with those of the original video.
As Figure 9a shows, the comparable average
MSSIM over all frames can be achieved with uniform
voltage scaling to 0.8 V (Lbit ¼ 8), or using spatial scaling with Lbit ¼ 4 and Vlow ¼ 0.4 V. Reconfiguring Lbit
provides further energy-accuracy trade-offs. However,
image storage is only one component of the
embedded optical-flow system. Image quality declines
over time because of pixel faults propagating both in
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Figure 9. Impact of proposed array on optical flow: average
mean structural similarity (MSSIM) over frames (a) and
average error (b).

a temporal fashion between frames and in an intraframe fashion between flow operations. We determined the mean percent error between optical-flow
vectors for the original video and those acquired
using varying numbers of low-voltage bits and voltage
values (see Figure 9b). In terms of overall flow quality,
up to four low-voltage bits was acceptable when processed through later flow-vector grouping stages. Another interesting finding is that the error increased
more uniformly with scaling of Lbit. Although there is
a significant difference between the average MSSIM
for Vlow ¼ 0.4 V and Vlow ¼ 0.8 V for Lbit ¼ 6, the
mean percent error in flow error is far smaller. Figure 9b
also helps explain the effect of uniform voltage scaling
(when voltage levels of all bits are reduced simultaneously) and spatial voltage scaling (when the voltage levels of only LOBs are reduced using the
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reconfiguration functionality of the proposed SRAM
array) on error propagation. Although uniform scaling
to 0.8 V and spatial scaling with Lbit ¼ 4 and Vlow ¼
0.4 V provide a comparable MSSIM, the mean error
is significantly large with uniform voltage scaling.
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Related work on the energy-accuracy trade-off
in SRAMs for multimedia applications
The reduction of memory power in multimedia
systems is a well-known problem. Djahromi et al.5
have performed aggressive voltage scaling in SRAM
arrays for multimedia and communication applications, exploiting these applications’ inherent error tolerance. However, aggressive voltage scaling of all bits
in a pixel (uniform voltage scaling) increases the error
rates in all bits and leads to faster degradation of
image quality with voltage scaling. To counter this effect, researchers have recently explored spatial voltage
scaling. In a recent study, Yamaoka et al. showed the
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